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Chapter 1

Introduction
This annual report summarizes the research and development activities of the
Section for Nuclear Physics and Energy Physics ai The University of Oslo in
1989. It includes experimental and theoretical nuclear physics, as well as other
fields of physics in which members of the section have participated. The report
describes completed projects and work currently in progress.
The experimental activities in nuclear physics continued to be mainly centered
around the Cyclotron Laboratory with the SCAND1TRONIX MC-35 Cyclotron.
The installation of the CACTUS mullidctcctor system and the revision of the
data acquisition system was completed in the spring, and the first experiment
with CACTUS was started in May as scheduled. With 8 particle telescopes, 28
Nal detectors and 2 Ge detectors this experimental arrangement represent a major
improvement compared to earlier set-ups in our laboratory. The system worked
very satisfactorily, and so far two experiments have been completed. The start of
the first experiment using the new system was celebrated with a two-day workshop financially supported by NUK. Preliminary results from this experiment
were presented at the 6th Nordic Meeting on Nuclear Physics in Kopervik, in
August.
The collaboration with foreign laboratories has continued in 1989. We participate in the Nordic collaboration, NORDBALL, and experiments have been
carried out at the Niels Bohr Tanrhm Accelerator Laboratory in Risø, at the
Daresbury Laboratory in England, and at the Kernfysisch Versnellcr Instituut
(KVI) in Groningen.
From Jan. 1 all physicists working with problems related to solar energy were
included in the Section for Nuclear Physics, and the name was changed to Section
for Nuclear Physics and Energy Physics.
The sensational reports by Plcischmann and Pons, claiming to have observed
cold fusion, led to a hectic activity also in our laboratory. It soon became clear,
however, that it did not seem possible to reproduce the reported results.
One of the section members, A. Storruste, has continued his co-operation with
the National Institute of Radiation Hygiene (SIS) and the University Division of
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Occupational Health aid Working Environment. He has especially been involved
in measurements of the concentration of radon and radon daughter products in
houses, and gamma radiation in air. Storruste has also continued his participation
in a study of respirative heat loss by deep sea divers.
In the fall Ayse Atac, as ourfirststudent, was awarded the degree Dr. Sdem. The
title of her diesis is: Decay Properties of Rare Earth Nuclei at High Excitation
and Low Spin. At the end of 1989 five students (for the degree Cand. ScienL)
and four post-graduate students (for the degree Dr. ScienL) were associated with
the secu'on.
As usual our two engineers, E. A. Olscn and J. Wikne have done an excellent
job keeping die cyclotron and other equipment in operation. To relieve E. A.
Olsen from some of the more routine duties, Izchak Moore has been assigned to
the section on a temporary basis.
While the University covers the basic costs of running the cyclotron laboratory, the experimental activity would not have been possible without the continued support from the Norwegian Research Council for Science and Humanities
(NAVF). Support from the Nordic Committee for Accelerator Based Research
(NOAC) and the Nordic Institute of Theoretical Atomic Physics (NORDITA) is
also greatly appreciated. The solar energy research is mainly supported by the
Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, the Ministry of Environments and the Royal
Norwegian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (NTNF).
The dedicated efforts of Torgeir Engeland, Magne Guttormsen and Tore Ramsøy
who have served as editors of this report, are greatly appreciated by the other
members of the Section of Nuclear Physics and Energy Physics.

Blindern, April 1990
Svein Messelt
Leader of the Section for Nuclear Physics and Energy Physics
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Chapter 2

Personel
2.1 Research Staff
Assoc, prof.
Sven L. Andersen
Research ass. (NA^F)
Harald Andas
Ayse Atac
Research ass.
Bird Bjerke
Research ass.
Torgeir Engeland
Assoc, prof.
Ivar Espe
Assoc, prof.
Ole Kristoffer Gjøtterud Assoc, prof.
Magne Guttormsen
Assoc, prof.
Ole H. Herbjømsen
Assoc, prof.
Morten Hjonh-Jensen
Research ass.
Trygve Holtebekk
Professor
Finn Ingebretsen
Assoc, prof.
Svein Messelt
Assoc, prof. (Section Leader)
Eivind Osnes
Professor
John Rekstad
Professor
Anders Storruste
Senior scientist
Roald Tangen
Prof. emer.
Per Olav Tjøm
Professor
Trine Spedstad Tveter
Research ass. (NAVF)

2.2 Technical Staff
Izchak Moore
Eivind Atle Olsen
Tore Ramsøy
Jon Wikne

Engineer (From Oct. 1)
Section engineer
Section engineer (NAVF)
Section engineer
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Cooperators, Research Staff at Section for Electronics
and Measurement

Bernhard Skuli

Professor

2.4 Visiting Scientists
Jan Kownacki, on leave from Institute of ExpU. Physics, University of Warsaw,
Poland (To June 1)

2.5 Students
As of December 31, 1989, S graduate students (for the degree Cand. Scieni.)
and 4 post-graduate students (for the degree Dr. Scient.) were associated with
the section.
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Chapter 3

The Cyclotron
3.1 Operation and Maintenance
E. A. Olscn, J. Wikne. T. Holtcbekk and S. Mcsselt

No major replacements or modifications of the cyclotron or the beam lines has
been done in 1989, but several components have been repaired or replaced. A
small dipole magnet has been installed in front of the CACTUS target chamber.
This magnet together with the switching magnet further upstream makes it easy
to center the beam in the target chamber.
The installation of the CACTUS setup and the revision of the data acquisition
system continued in the first few months of 1989. The first experiment with
CACTUS was started in the spring as scheduled.
The total beam time used for experiments in 1989 was 833 hours. Most of the
time (580 hours) He was accelerated, while He and protons were used the rest
of the time. The cyclotron was used for 5 hours by the nuclear chemistry group
for isotope production.
3

4
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Chapter 4

Data Acquisition and Analysis
4.1 Introduction
The data acquisition system at the Oslo Cyclotron Laborsu-ry may be divided
into two major components:

A front-end system responsible for data digitalization, re.id-out and for
matting. This s stem is based on a VMEbus with connections to CAMAC
and N1M devices.
A back-end system used for on- and off-line analysis. This system is
based on a ND-5800 minicomputer. A UNIX workstation is connected to
the ND-5800 through Ethernet.

NIM

0
VME

0

VME-VME

<

)

LINK

D
0
M.

4

ND5800

C.

CAMAC
Apollo 4500

F
T
H
E
R
N
E
.T

Figure 4.1: Schematic view of the data acquisition system
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4.2 Configuration
a) Front-end
VMEbus system with:
CES F1C 8230 CPU. MC68O20/68881. 2 MB DRAM
VALET-Plus firmware
1
CBD 8210. CAMAC Branch Driver
1
NIM Interface
1
TSVME 204, EPROM socket card
2
VBR 8212, VME-VME link, receiver
I
VBR 8213. VME-VME link, transmitter
3
TPU's. Trigger Pattern Units
NIM ADC Interface System with:
16
Silena7411/7420GADCs
CAMAC system with:
4
Silena 4418A'ADC's
4
Silena 4418/TTDC's
Apple Macintosh SE with:
VALET-Plus Bridge
1
20 MB disk drive
b) Back-end
ND-5800 computer widi:
SINTRAN III operating system
20 MB memory, 384 kB cache memory
1
MF-VME DOMINO Controller
1
Internal 3-slots VMEbus
2
450 MB disk drive
1
70 MB removable cartridge
1
Floppy disk drive, high density
1
MT unit, 1600/6250 BPI
1
Ethernet connection, TCP/IP software
1
HP-7550A graphics plotter
1
Philips GP 300 printer
1
Genicom 340 line printer
1
Epson LX-80 printer
2
Interactive workstations, each with:
a) "DICO" video colour display, 8 colours, 384 lines each with
288 pixels, display controller and video memory in CAMAC.
Another CAMAC module is used for cursor generation and
colour transposition from 8 to 4096 possible colours.
b) CRT terminal

10

I
30
I
3
I

Ttloronix :«I2 video hud copy ink
Terminal connecuoni via NET/ONE
X25 connection. Coloured Books tie usmfcr protocol
.ocal icnainab
CAMAC erne

Apollo DN4500 workstation with:

UNIX DKH.3 operating system. X Window»
MC68030/68882, 8 MB memory
I
350 MB disk drive
t
Cartridge lape. 60 MB
I
Colour monitor. 1280 x 1024 pixels
I
Ethernet controller. TCP/IP and NFS software
1
QMS PS-810 PostScript laserprinter

4.3 DAISY, a VME Based Data Acquisition System for the
Oslo Cyclotron Laboratory
T. Ramsey

43.1

Front-end

The front-end of the Oslo Cyclotron data acquisition system is based on the
VMEbus standard. The system has been designed to handle the read-out and
formatting of data from the CACTUS mulu'detector set-up. The data rate from
the CACTUS is estimated to reach 3000 events/s. The average length of an event
is about 10 32 bits words, giving a maximum datarate of 120 kB/s.
Fig.4.2 shows a block diagram of the front-end acquisition system. The Trigger
Pattern Units ' ) supply a hit-pattern. Currently, four units are available. The
interface to NIM ADC's ' ) has been produced in collaboration with the Niels
Bohr Institute. One NIM interface system, able to handle 16 ADC's, is available
at the cyclotron laboratory. The readout of CAMAC ADC's and TDC's is done
with the CBD 8210 CAMAC Branch Driver ).
1<2 3

1 4

5

4.3.2

Back-end
6

The front- and the back-end system is coupled together with a VME-VME link ).
The ND-5800 computer is equipped with a DOMINO Controller ) which inter
faces the system bus of the computer, the MFbus, to the VMEbus ).
7

8

The main task of the back-end system is data analysis and storage. The data
buffers are transferred directly to magnetic tape. Simultaneously, the data are
sorted into histograms in memory. These histograms are accessible to the
11
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Figure 4.2: The DAISY front-end system
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SHIVA ) system through disk files. A block diagram of the activities of the
back-end system is presented in fig.4.3. The data buffer and the messageJbox
is known to all tasks through the link-segment mechanism in SINTRAN. The
DAISY system is operated from SHIVA through a set of commands. The commands are transferred to the DAISY control program, DACQC, by an internal
device.
4.3.3

Data reduction

A real time program, REDUC, for off-line data reduction has been developed.
To select a special panicle type, a window is put in the thickness spectra. The
program also makes an automatic gain stabilization of the energy measured in
the E-counler of the particle telescopes. A two-pass strategy is applied. In the
first pass the gain values are calculated for each nth record. The values are stored
in an array. The second pass performs the data reduction and the accepted data
are multiplied by the new gain values. Accepted data are stored in a long array
in the computer memory. This is written onto a new magnetic tape after the data
reduction has finished.
References:
1. Nuclear Physics Group Annual Report 1987, Department of Physics Report, University of Oslo, 88-05 (1988)
2. B. Bjerke, A Trigger Pattern Unit, User's Manual, University of Oslo,
1988
3. T. Ramsøy et al., Proe. of VMEbus in Research Conference, Zurich,
Switzerland 1988
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Figure 4.3: Relationship between the back-end system tasks
4. P. Høy-Christenscn, NIM Interface, User's Manual, NBI, 1987
5. CAMAC Branch Driver CBD 8210, User's Manual, Creative HecL-TOic
Systems SA
6. VMVbus, Vertical Bus System VBR 8212/VBE 8213, User's Manual, Creative Electronic Systems SA
7. S. Lied, DOMINO based MF-VME Interface, Norsk Data 1987
8. Nuclear Physics Group Annual Report 1988, Department of Physics Report, University of Oslo, 89-09 (1989)
9. B. Skaali et a]., SHIVA - a Multitask Data Acquisition System for the
Oslo Cyclotron Lab., IEEE Trans.Nucl.Sci., VOL. NS-30, 5, 1983
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4.4 The Data AcqitUtk» Program SHIVA
B. Skaill

SHIVA is the main data analysis program at die laboratory. H handles tingle*
and multiparameter data aujtiltiiion and off-line soning (playback) from magnetic
tape. The CAMAC based data acquisition system has now been replaced by the
DAISY system. It is, however. Bill accessible.
The SHIVA system is comprised of a number of real time programs. The data
acquisition is handled by special interrupt driven thai have been added 10 the
SINTRAN operating system. The SHIVA programs have access to common data
areas that contain 1- and 2-dimensional spectra (histograms). The communication
between the programs is implemented by means of (be real time facilities of the
operating system SINTRAN-HI.
The algorithms for sorting of multiparameter data are coded in an Algol-like
language which is called TONE. This language has been described in previous
annual reports. The TONE compiler generates executable machine code which
is loaded as a procedure into the SHIVA system. The spectra which are defined
by the sorting algorithm can be allocated in the ND-120 memory or on a virtual
memory area on disc. The maximum size of this virtual memory is 512 K words.
The access of spectra on the virtual memory is completely transparent for the
user.

14

4£

Additional Data Analysis Software

KELVIN:
Program to manipulate luge 2-<ttmcraional marines It cooulns 23 commands
like: nod. wriie. add. subtract, multiply, smooth, compress, project, «tf. etc In
addition, the package contain* more complex functions like
- unfolding of Nsi 7-spectnm.
- folding spectra with Nal response function.
- extraction of nuclear temperature from 7-spectn.
CSMA:
Cranked shell model with asymmetric nuclear shape.
DECAY:
Calculates the 7-decay for a Fermi gas system The lowest excitation region is
simulated using experimental data.
EMMA:
Calculates £ 1 , Ml, El, A/2 transition probabilities between single quasiparticle
nates from the RPC program (see below).
FIGEGA:
Extractfirst-generation7-spectra from a set of unfolded spectra.
GAP:
Solves the BCS gap-equation.
HFBC:
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliobov Cranking model based on Nilsson orbitals from the
RPC program (see below).
KINEMATIC:
Calculates rclativistic energy loss at a given scattering angle. Bethes formula.
Straggeling.
PF:
Ge-speclrum manipulation program. Fast peak search, peak centroid and area
estimation from observed data.
RPC:
Rotor particle coupling model based on Nilsson orbitals.

15

PROPLOT:
Plotting program bated on the OPOS-F graphics package. Output on HP-7550A
pen plotter. Spectra stored on disc in Nordic formal. Rum on the ND-120 pan
of (he computer.
PCPLOT:
Subset of PROPLOT. Output on IBM compatible PC. Rims on the ND-120 pan
of the computer.
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Chapter 5

Nuclear Instrumentation
The major investment in nuclear instrumentation for 1989 was a new 7-detector
that will play an important role in the CACTUS multidetector set-up for the
observation of low intensity 7-lines. The detector is an intrinsic Gc coaxial 7detector from DSG with an efficiency of SO % and a resolution of 1.9 keV at
1.3 MeV 7-energy.
In other nuclear instrumentation projects only some minor investments have been
made.
In the next sections, an outline of the various instrumentation projects are given.
The data acquisition project DAISY is described in chapter 4.

5.1 The CACTUS Project
M. Guttormsen and S. Messelt

The CACTUS multidetector set-up was described in detail in the annual report
for 1988. Thus, only a short description will be given.
The CACTUS detector accommodates 8 AE-E telescopes, 28 Nal and 2 Ge
detectors and is mounted on the 90° beam line of the Oslo cyclotron, as shown
in fig. 5.1. The 28 Nal counters are fixed to the detector frame and have a
distance of 24 cm to the target. In addition to the Nal counters there is space for
2 Ge counters. The Si telescopes are mounted in a fixed frame of nylon placed
within the target chamber. The frame has space for 8 telescopes at an angle of
9 = ±45° and at a distance of 4 cm from target.
The construction of the target chamber enables it to be removed from the center of
the Nal ball through the two remaining holes (32 holes in total). Beam focusing
can be performed with a piece of quartz at the target place, where the beam spot
can be monitored by a TV camera through a plexiglass window.
The 5"x5" NaI(Tl) detectors (BICRON) are equipped with 5" photo- multiplica-
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Figure 5.1: The CACTUS multidetector system at the Oslo cyclotron.
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lor tubes. They ire shielded laterally with 2 mm lead and collimated with 10 an
lead in front The solid angle of each detector concsponda to 0.5 % of 4a. The
front of die detectors are covered with a 2 mm Cu absorber.
The particle telescope consists of a front and end detector. The front counter has
a thickness of ISO /im Si and is manufactured by TENNELEC. The end counter
is 3000 t>m thick, and is of the SifjLi) type from the firm INTERTECHNIQUE.
Both detectors have an active area of 100 mm and can run at room temperature.
An Al-absorber of 19 /an and a 4 mm thick Al-collimator are mounted in front
of each telescope.
1

The electronical set-up for CACTUS is based on the new generation of fast
ECL electronics. Both CAMAC and VME bus standards are applied in the new
system.
3

Two experiments with 45 MeV Hc beams were performed in 1989. The total
system was working very satisfactorily. Some software development remains in
order to adjust the data sorting system. The Bergen group is preparing a new
sorting program LINDA, which will run on the ND-5800 computer.

5.2 The Mini-Orange Spectrometer
J. Kownacki", M. Guttormsen and E.A.Olsen
'Institute of Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw. Poland
The magnetic filter of the mini-orange type in combination with a cooled Si(Li)
solid-state detector has been installed for in-beam measurements at the Oslo
cyclotron. The permanent magnets placed around the central absorber serves
together with ihe Si(Li) detector as a compact spectrometer for conversion elec
trons.
+

The magnetic filter can separate electrons from the background of p, d, a, e ,
7 and A-electron radiation. Its design is based on the work of J. van Klinken
et al. - ). Electrons are focused by the filter like an optical lens with object
distance / and image distance g. In most cases we have arranged so that the
values of / and g are about equal. The transmission shifts to higher energies
by increasing / and g. The magnetic filter has been placed at the backward
angle of 130° with respect to the cyclotron beam. At this angle the distortion
of the low energy part of the electron spectrum by ^-electrons and neutrons is
less pronounced. However, the low energy transitions are often obscured by the
very intense ^-electron background resulting from the interaction of the charged
projectiles with the atomic electrons of the target nuclei.
1

2

The cooled Si(Li) detector can receive a wide range of transmitted electrons up to
the energy permitted by its stopping power. In our case the detector is a lithium
compensated silicon N-I-P diode with a depletion layer of 3 mm (ENERTEC).
The detector is mounted at the end of a cold finger and can be moved together
with the IN2 dewar along the system axis in order to vary the g distance without
19

6

breaking the vacuum. A vacuum in the range of at least 10" - 10~* Torr is
necessary in order to prevent build-up of ice on the detector surface.
l37

The spectrometer has been tested off-beam with '"Eu and Cs open sources.
The relative transmission (with and without magnets) was estimated to be 1.4%
of4rat E. = 200 keV.
References:
1. J. van Klinken and K. Wisshak. Nucl. Instr. Meth. 98 (1972) 1
2. J. van Klinken KVI Internal Report no. 122 (1986)

5.3 The NORDBALL Project
P.O. Tjørn and J. Rckslad
The NORDBALL is a mulrjdetector system which can accommodate up to 32
separate detector units. The project was initiated as a Nordic enterprise, but
has now participation from outside the Nordic countries. It has therefore been
decided that the committee for coordinating of the NORDBALL projects should
include representative members and deputies from Holland, Japan, Italy and West
Germany.
The first basic detector configuration includes the inner ball structure of 60 BaF
elements as well as the 20 anti-compton spectrometers. The system is now
running at NBI-TAL, however, the inner ball will first be in operation in 1990.
In addition, particle telescopes, a mini-orange electron spectrometer and a 16
neutron-detector wall is available.
2

Various experiments have already been performed with NORDBALL, see chapter
6.3. The tandem-booster at NBI-TAL is now installed and delivers heavy ion
beams in conjunction with the NORDBALL set-up.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Nuclear Physics
6.1 Introduction
The experimental work at the cyclotron has mainly been devoted to the study of
nuclear structure at low spin and high excitation energy. The method is based on
measuring the outgoing charged particles from transfer reactions in coincidence
with 7-rays. In this way 7-ray spectra at various nuclear excitation energies can
be produced.
The project is of general physical interest: To what extent can one ascribe statistical properties as temperature and entropy to a microscopical lew-body system?
It is well known that the low energy part of nuclear excitations is determined
by the orbitals occupied and the collective degrees of freedom. However, a few
MeV above the yrast line one is bound to use statistical concepts.
One of the most interesting discoveries is the presence of low energy 7-rays from
the decay of heated nuclear matter. The existence of such 7-radiation have been
confirmed in several nuclei, and a detailed study of the origin of this favoured
7-decay is in progress.
It is still an open question if chaotic particle motion can be produced in hot
nuclear matter. Investigating this property is a great challenge. So far, our
experiments have not revealed new information in this very exciting field.
1

The new multi-detector set-up CACTUS gives about 20 times higher coincidence rate than previous set-ups (see ch. 5). There is therefore hope that we will
be able to answer several questions about nuclear behaviour at high temperature.
At present the data from the two first runs with CACTUS is being analysed.
The contributions during the year to the study of nuclei at low spin and high
excitation energy are presented in section 6.2.
The work on high-spin states has also continued in 1989. Besides in-beam
experiments performed at the Oslo Cyclotron, the experiments were carried out
at the Niels Bohr Institute at Risø where heavy-ion beams are available. The main
'Supported by NAVF with a grant of 1.8 mill. kr.
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topic of this research is the behaviour of nuclei expoaed to rapid rotation. In
particular, single-panicle structures and pairing-corrdations have been studied
as function of rotational frequency. The field is in strong development, and
powerful detector systems with Compton-suppressed Ge-detcctors are used. We
participate in the Nordic collaboration, NORDBALL, a detection system with
20 Compton-suppressed 7-ray spectrometers. Experiments within the field of
high-spin states are presented in section 6.3.

6.2 Nuclear Properties at High Temperature
6.2.1

171

3

On the Yb( He,a) Reaction Mechanism

T.S. Tveter, M. Guttormsen, J. Kownacki", J. Reiestad and T.F. Thorsteinsen"
* Institute of Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw, Poland
" Department of Physics, University of Bergen, Norway
171

3

I70

I

The reaction Yb( He,azn7) " Yb was studied for ejectile energies in the
range 2 0 - 6 0 MeV, covering the neutron channels x = 0 - 4. Singles a-particle
spectra and a-y-coincident spectra were recorded for o-particle emission angles
of 40, 53, 66 and 79°.
The experimental angular distributions for the a-particles show a pronounced
anisotropy, larger than predicted by the compound reaction model for all ejectile
energies, but in agreement with a direct neutron pick-up reaction for the lowest
4 - 5 MeV of excitation energy. Above this energy the reaction is characterized
as a preequilibrium process.
3

The inclusive ( He,a) cross section has been fitted with the statistical expression:
<r(E ) oc E o-F{E )
a

a

a

exp(-EJT)

(6.1)

in the center-of-mass energy interval E = 24 - 32 MeV. The parameters T have
been extracted as shown in fig. 6.1. The experimental T values depend strongly
upon the ejectile angle and are considerably larger than the temperature of the
equilibrated Yb system at the same excitation energy (T = 1.1 MeV). These
observations can be described in terms of preequilibrium a-particle evaporation
from locally heated regions. The parameters T then represent the local "quasitemperature" of these so-called "hot-spots".
a
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The average spin of yrast states populated through side-feeding is found to rise
significantly with decreasing a-particle energy (see fig. 6.2). By means of spin
balance arguments, an effective impact parameter for the a-particle, < b jj >,
has been estimated to be equal to (4.7±0.9)fm.
c

The geometrical impact parameter for the collision is probably even larger than
this value. In comparison, the average impact parameter for a projectile incident
upon the corresponding "black nucleus" is about 4.2 fm. This result defines the
( He,a) reaction as a well-localized surface- or near-surface process where the
3
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light particles to a great extent preserve their identity throughout the interaction
period. More details on this project are given in ref. ).
1
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6.2.2

The K Quantum Number and Its Importance for the 7-Decay

T.S. Tveter, J. Rekstad, A. Atac and M. Guttormsen
A well-known feature in Nal 7-spectra from even deformed rare earth nuclei is
a large, broad peak centered at £-, = 1 MeV. The Ge data has shown it to be
composed of a large number of transitions from vibrational bands to the ground
state band, mosdy of dipole or unstretched quadrupole character.
The contribution to the 1 MeV structure trom different low-lying vibrational
bands has been investigated for Yb produced through three different reactions,
each populating a range of ^-values: Yb( He,a), Yb( He, He') [ref. )]
and Er(a,2n) [ref. )]. For all the three reactions studied, we observe a clear
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Figure 6.3: Relative contributions to the 7-decay strength from the four most
low-lying collective bands in Y b . plotted as a function of the ff-value of the
band. The summed decay intensity for the four bands is set equal to unity.
i n

preference for bands with high /("-values, loo strong to be explained by ibe 7energy dependence factor favouring the bands lowest in excitation energy. In
fig. 6.3thisisshownforthe/3-band(A'' = 0 ) , the octupole band ( # * = 1~).
the 7-band (A" = 2+) and the lowest A" = 3+ band. The 1 MeV peak is
believed mainly to arise from A'-hindrance effects: Stales with K > 1 tends
to decay via ibe vibrational region, since direct dipole transitions 10 the ground
slate band are A'-forbidden.
+

3

As the excitation energy in the residual nucleus after the ( He,a) reaction in
creases, a smaller pan of the total decay takes place via ibe vibrational bands ),
demonstrating a reduction in (he importance of the A' quamum number. The
origin of this development is not yet well understood, but is probably due to ex
tensive Admixing in (he highly excited nucleus. This mixing may have several
sources: With decreasing ejectile energy in the ( He,a) preequilibrium reaction,
an increasing amount of collective spin is transferred to the product nucleus,
giving rise to Coriolis coupling effects ). At high nuclear temperature, the axially symmetric prolate deformation becomes more unstable because of thermal
fluctuations ). It is also suggested that the nucleonic motion at high excitation
energy will become more or less chaotic due to residual interactions, in which
case K is not a conserved quantum number ).
3

3

4

5

6

The purity of (he K quantum number as a function of excitation energy is a
subject of great interest. Thermal neutron capture in odd deformed target nuclei
is a reaction type especially suitable for isolating the Af-dependence. The window
populated in the E - 1 plane is highly well-defined, and because of the absence
of collective rotation, any AT-mixing present must be due to other effects than
Coriolis coupling.
x

l e

7

We have studied the primary 7-radiation in the reactions
Er(n,7) [ref. )] and
Hf(n,-. [ref. )]. The two target nuclei have both Target = K
= 7/2,
and the compound state produced after absorbing an s-wave neutron can have
the spins / = /torget ± I / = 3 and 4. If the K quantum number is a conserved
quantity, the allowed A'-values should also be 3 or 4, and dipole 7-decay to
!77
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Aml Hates «Ab A' - 0 or I shodd be A-forbidden. A mai of 113 primary
transitions of EI • and Kt1 -duneter » wdl-known low-lying cached sMeiwcic
investigated. No large aid sysemadc A*-hindrance boon vere found, «bowing
A'-mixing io be present to some ex 'm. More subtle nunifesurkms of the Kdependence were, however, revealet.
The dependence of die 7-intcnsily upon 7-energy and die final-state «pin and
parity was eliminated by defining the relative intensity x:

-</,(/')/£»>'

y0

"

Here, /-,(/* A') is die intensity of a specific transition, while < /.,(/*)/£2| > is
the energy-corrected intensity averages over all transitions with the same f in
the nucleus of interest, regardless of the A'-value.
In fig. 6.4 the number of transitions observed with relative intensity z is plotted
as a function of z for each final-state A'-value. The shapes of the z distributions
for transitions to "forbidden" A'-values (K = 0 and 1), with their dominance
of small z values, differ visibly from those of the "allowed" ones (K = 2, 3,
4 and 5), where large intensities occur more frequently. The tendency is even
more spectacular when Coriolis perturbed K = 0 and 1 bands (idcntined from
their interband spacings) are omitted from the statistics. We conclude that the K
quantum number retains some significance at E = 8 MeV.
x

More research is needed in order to clarify where and how the breakdown in
the irder-of-magnitude A'-hindrance factors lakes place, and whether complete
A'-r lining is obtained at higher excitation energy.
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&2J Estradiol of MaMiplkityDUrlbttifom
TS. Tvcter. A. Auc. M. Gunonnten and J. Reksud
The detector amy CACTUS provide» excellent facilities for detecting multiplefold pardcle-7-coincidencet. The probability 5* for observing a Jc-fold event is
connected to the multiplicity distribution P(M) through the following relation ):
1

5*= £Cjt,/>(A/),

(6.3)

where
k

C

k

M

ki

= Z(-l) -\

„„|1 - ( " - ")«]"•

uk

(6.4)

Here, N is the total number of 7-delectors and 12 the effective solid angle of
each detector, defined as its geometrical solid angle times its efficiency. By
solving this set of k^^, equations, t , , being the highest fold number with
sufficient statistics, it might be possible to extract good approximations to the true
multiplicity distributions. Alternatively, one may calculate the lowest moments
of the multiplicity distribution ):
1

l n [

Sk]

=

g mU^$

5

{ln(1

{N

)nl}

" " " '>!'

(6 5)

'

where HJ is the j'th moment of the distribution: ft, is identical with the average
multiplicity < M >, p is equal to a , a being the width of the distribution,
and 113 is a measure for its skewness.
2

2

Earlier we have only been able to estimate the quantity < M >. The complete
multiplicity distribution P(M) should be a very sensitive indicator of changes
in the 7-decay pattern as a function of excitation energy.
Several factors complicate this problem: The number of 2- and higher-fold events
must be corrected for extensive cross-talk. Besides, the effective solid angle fi
is not a constant, but a function of the 7-energy. By disregarding all detected
7-rays below a certain limit £ ™ , one obtaias a corrected effective solid angle
Q' approximately constant for all 7-energies above £ ™ .
n

n

The data analysis is in progress.
References:
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Figure 6.5: First-geiwration 7-ray spectra from the Yb( He,a7) reactioa The
spectra have been unfolded with the Nal response function. The data are preliminary.
6.2.4

Properties of First-Generation 7-Rays in
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Yb

M. Guttormsen, A. Atac, K. Klungland, S. Messelt, T. Ramsøy, J. Rekstad,
T.S. Tveter and Z. Zelazny"
'Institute of Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw, Poland
In the excitation region a few MeV above the yrast line we expect various phase
transitions to take place. The first dramatic change in the nuclear structure is
due to the loss of pairing correlations. At higher temperatures we expect nuclear
shape changes and the transition <nto chaotic nucieonic motion. Experimentally,
it has been a difficult task to determine the critical temperatures and spins for
these phenomena.
The energy disnib<ition of the first 7-rays from various excitation regions carries
important information on structural changes in the continuum part of the level
scheme. We have developed a technique to extract these first- generation 7rays as a function of excitation energy. The uansfer reactions are performed
with light ions and with one charged ejectile ). The particle-7 coincidences are
used in a subtraction technique ) to produce the first-generation 7-spectra. The
method, which is applicable in the excitation region up to the neutron binding
energy, is based on the assumption that slates populated after the first 7-transidon
1

3

29

experience • similar decay at states populated directly in the transfer reaction.
, n

In this contribution we report on the fint-fenenuion 7-ray spectra of Y b
obtained with the Yb( He.<»7) reaction. The enriched ytterbium target was
bombarded with 45 MeV He ions from the Oslo cyclotron. The new muhidetector system CACTUS ), was used to achieve a Ugh particle--» coincidence
rate. It accommodates 28 Nal and 2 Oe detector» in combination with 8 Si panicle
telescopes and is roughly 20timesmore efficient than the set-up previously used.
l73
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3

3

m

Thefirst-generation7-ray spectra in Y b are shown infig.6.5. An inspection of
the 2-dimensional surface immediately suggests a separation into a non-statistical
and a statistical region. This transition lakes place around E = 4 MeV, and
could be a signature for pairing collapse.
x

In the non-statistical region pronounced peak-structures are apparent The most
intense peaks are located at:
Peak
1
2
3
4

£,(MeV)
1.0
2.1
1.1
3.0

EAMcV)
1.2
2.6
2.8
3.3

The feeding region for thefirst-generation7-rays is simply given by E - E^.
This means that peak number 1, 2 and 4 represent decay into the ground band.
Peak number 3, which is by far the most intense one, feeds a region around
E = 1.7 MeV. It is associated with the decay of the /, K = 8,8 5/2~[512]+
ll/2-[505] state") at 2787 keV into the / = 6, 7 and 8 members of the K* =
6" 5/2~[512] + 7/2 [633] band ) at 1551 keV. The bandhead at 1551 keV
is isomeric (3.6/JS), which explains why we also see a reduction in the 7-ray
multiplicity from E = 2.8 MeV.
x

r

+

x

+

5

x

The first-generation 7-ray spectra in the statistical region are functions of the
7-energy and the density of states at the final excitation energy
N(E , E ) oc £ > ( £ * - £ , ) .
X

(6.6)

y

The level density is described within the Fermi gas model
2

Pa(E ,I) = fj?{Jyl ^P[^o(E
x

2

ti

- E*) - 1(1 + l)/2<7 ],

x

(6.7)

where a is the level density parameter, $ is the rigid-body moment of inertia, t
is the temperature (E - £ 4 = at -1), E& is the effective pairing energy gap,
and the spin cut-off parameter is given by a = St/h .
2

x

1

2

2

We have performed x -fits with eq.(l) to thefirst-generation7-spectra of fig. 6.5
by varying the rc and « parameters. The fits reveal a strong linear correlation in
these parameters, i.e. at E = 8 MeV we obtain good fits using a level density
parameter of a — 6n - 12 for n > 3. Using the constant value of n = 5, die
temperature t as a function of excitation energy was found to increase up to
x
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E, = 3 MeV (t = 0.40 MeV), aid then Mayingrelativelyconstant up to E, = 5
MeV (c = 0.45 MeV). The* preliminaryresultssuggest that a phase transition
indeed lakes place «round E, - 4 MeV.
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Feeding- and Entry- Regions in the 'Yb( He,axn) Reaction

T.S. Tveter, J. Rekstad, A. Aiac, M. Guttormsen and J. Kownacki"
'Institute of Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw, Poland
The development of large detector arrays has now opened for detailed experi
mental studies of the nuclear structure above the yrast line. A major challenge
in these studies is to separate the effects of two essential variables, the angular
momentum and the temperature.
In order to study exclusively the effects of temperature, we have chosen the
( He,axn) reaction which permits excitation to fairly high energies due to a
large positive Q-value. The angular momentum is essentially limited by the
available single particle angular momenta in the target nucleus. A technique is
developed ) which permits systematic studies of the decay process as a function
of excitation energy or temperature.
3

1

This work concerns the relations between the feeding region in the compound
system Yb and the entry regions in the various daughter nuclei. These levels
are connected by one or a cascade of neutron transitions, and the comparison
should reveal essential properties of the neutron decay.
170

Figure 6.6 (left side) shows the a-particles in coincidence with selected 7transitions in the daughter nuclei of the Yb( He,ain) reaction. The spectra
are integrated over the a-particlc angles from 40 to 80 degrees relative to the
beam and over all 7-detectors in order to average out correlation effects. The
bombarding energy was 45 MeV, produced by the Oslo University Cyclotron.
The a-particles were detected in an array of 4 particle telescopes, and the 7rays were recorded in 4 Ge detectors (one X-ray detector and three with 20 %
photo-efficiency). The dotted curve in fig. 6.6 represents the total coincidence
a-particle yield. The method permits a full separation of the individual reaction
channels.
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reactioa
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1

In order to study the relation between the feeding levels and entry (talet, the
dependence on -f-ray multiplicity and on the ( H C , Q ) cross section should be
removed ). The results in fig. 6.6 (right side) show some interesting features. The
individual channels are well separated in energy, which is expected if the width
of the neutron energy distribution is much smaller than the width of the entry
regions. The shape changes from rectangular to more Gaussian with increasing
number of neutrons.
3

1

1 7 0

l m

There is a tail on the low energy side in the distributions for Y b and Y b .
In the first case this tail is due to the competition between 7-decay and neutron
decay. In the latter case high energy neutrons due to preequilibrium emission
also may produce a similar tail.
The centroid of the distribution of feeding levels is shifted relative to the energy
threshold of the channel. This shift, which increases with the number of emitted
neutrons, depends both on the entry region and on the energy removed with the
neutrons. These effects can be separated by comparison with simulations where
all the available information is treated consistently. In this connection we limit
the quantitative information to the main characteristics of the feeding regions, as
shown below.
Product
1 M

Yb

1<® Y b
1 6 8

1 6 7

Yb
Yb

Centroid"
(MeV)
4.7(0.2)
5.1(0.3)
9.4(0.2)
10.7(0.3)

FWHM
(MeV)
8.8(0.5)
6.9(0.5)
11.6(0.5)
7.5(0.5)

B„
(MeV)

8.5
6.8
9.1
7.0

" Relative to the energy threshold of each channel
In general, there is a close agreement between the width of the distribution and
the binding energy of 'he neutron. The Y b nucleus is an exception vhich
indicates that evaporation of two neutrons is favoured in comparison with the
neighbouring decay channels.
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i n

Gamrm-Dccay Propcrtlct of odd-A

Yb

A. Meting. T.S. Tveler. A. Atac^ M. Guttormsen, T. Ramsey and 1. Rekstad
The decay-pattern of even-even nuclei reveals 7-ray bumps of 1 MeV in the
spectra. These are known 10 be partly due to the abrupt changes in die level
density close to the ground band. The transitions found are from the vibruionJ
states to the ground band. These steps are characteristics of the even-even nuclei
and one would expect other decay routes in the odd-A case.
>71

,n

a

The odd Yb isotope was populated in the Yb( He,a) reaction with a beam
energy of 45 MeV. One very interesting feature of the 7-spectra is the appearance
of a £ , » 0.85 MeV bump. This bump corresponds to the 1.1 MeV bump found
for the even-even isotopes )- This mean that the average vibrational oscillator
quantum hu is reduced by 30 % in the odd-A case. The unpaired valence q.p.
is likely to produce blocking effects which influence the pairing gap and thereby
the oscillator energy.
1
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6.2.7

Projections of the First-Generation 7-Matrix

M. Guttormsen, A. Atac, K. Klungland, S. Messelt, T. Ramsøy, J. Rekstad,
T.S. Tveter and Z. Zelazny*
"Institute of Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw, Poland
The first-generation 7-matrix shown in fig. 6.5 gives the various 7-spectra as
a function of initial excitation energy E . The shape of the landscape in the
continuum region is determined by two parameters: The Fermi gas level density
parameter a and the exponent n in the expression E". Since a is related to the
final excitation energy £ / , it will be convenient to transform the matrix so that
one of the axis represents this dimensioa Then it should be possible to make
more detailed investigations on the parameters a and n from the projections along
the El- and J5 -axis, respectively.
x

7

We describe the continuum landscape of fig. 6.5 by the expression
P(Ei, &,) = Tr^Ei)

• E; • p (E' - £ , ) ,
a

(6.8)

x

where p is the level density evaluated in the final state.
a

The normalization function ^^(E].) is expressed with one set of parameters
(a = a, n = n) which is applicable for the whole E - £ surface. We
assume that the statistical 7-rays are limited in energy to E^„ a 0.6 MeV and
x
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7

£»», = El- E„ -Sta Ei-2.1

MeV. With me nonnaliMtkm condition that

Bm

[ "p(Ei,E )dE,

= l,

y

(6.9)

the normalization function is
Jti(Ei)

= (1 + o) / * " " £ ; • fl.(£j - £,)</£,.

(6.10)

•'Kad»

The value a represents thefractionof decay down lo states below E and is estimated from the intensities I-, of the measured spectra by
x

E

Q = f'

I (E,)dE /
y

1

-'fim»*

f*°" /,(£,)<*£,.

E

mmI

(6.11)

JEmin

We now transform thefirst-generationmatrix according to:
( £ , 4 ) - ( £ , £ i - £ ) = (£ ,£>),
7

7

7

7

(6.12)

which make it possible to produce the following projections:

The £.,-projection. For each E[ = E, the parameter n can be studied as a
function of £ :
7

£ " = P(£ + £,£,)• ^
7

7

5 f i

( £ + E)IP«(E).
7

(6.13)

The £/-projection. For each E,, - E, the parameter a can be studied as a
function of E{.:
n

Pa(Ei) = P(£> + £ , £ ) • ^ ( £ / + E)/E .
a s

(6.14)

Investigations to extract a and n by a theoretical fit to the experimental projec
tions are in progress.
6.2.8

In-Beam Spectroscopy in the ^Zr -

100

S n Region

J. Kownacki", M. Guttormsen, J. Rekstad, T.F. Thorsteinsen*", Z Zelazny* and
T. Batsch*
'Institute of Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw, Poland
"Institute of Physics, University of Bergen, Norway
The study of nuclei close to the proton drip line is one of the most challenging
subjects in nuclear physics now. The main topics of in-beam and mass separa
tion experiments are the studies of the nuclear decay modes as well as nuclear
structure, the residual interaction and spin response phenomena. In these respects
the investigation of the region between ^Zr and S n plays a special role. The
structure of nuclei around the Sn like In, Cd, Ag or Pd can be described by
I00

100
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•he (fe/j 4>I/J)" configuration. At preterit, however, we have not enough exper
imental dau of the tingle hole (paiticte) energies relative to the S n core and
the effective two-body interact ion». The amount of known data it decreasing
rapidly when moving from *°Zr towards S n .
l 0 0

100

3

An attenipt to approach this region has been made by means of proton, H e and
Q-particle in-beam studies with a C d target The experiments were described
in the annual report for 1988, and the analyses is now in progress.
l08
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6J.» Lcvcla, Lifetimes and f-Fadors In "*Po and ""Fo
A. Maj*. H. Orawe". H. Kluge". A. Kuhnen*. K.H. Miier".
J. Rechttt, N. Roy1, H. HQbell and M. Guttormsen
'Present address: TAL, Niels Bohr Institute. Roskilde, Denmark
"Hahn-Meitner InstimtfUr Kernforsckung, Berlin. West Germany
INUCI. Chan. Dh.. Lawrence Livermore National Lab., California, USA
tt Trier Weg 20, D-5047 Wesseling, West Germany
UnstitutJUr Strahlen- and Kernphysik, Bonn, West Germany
The structure of nuclei with Z > 82 and N < 126 is only known ekne to
the magic numbers and stable targets, because in compound nucleus reactions
fission sets in rapidly with increasing ZjA and transferred angular momentum.
This causes very small production cross sections for the evaporation residues in
(HI,xn)-reactions. An investigation of these nuclei is of interest because it is
expected that with increasing distance from the shell closure they will become
deformed, eventually.
200

The present study of ' 9 8 . p with Z = 84 and jV = 114 and 116 was undertaken
to approach this transitional region as close as was feasible experimentally at the
present time. One important aim is to explore whether these nuclei are still
described by the shell model or start to show some collective properties.
o

M

The ' ^ " " P o nuclei were produced mainly in the reactions with N e beam on
targets of
W . The pulsed beam from VICKSI accelerator combination at
the Hahn-Meitner Institut was used with varying repetition times to exploit the
existing isomers to clean up the spectra. Such spectra are shown in fig. 6.7.
1 8 2 J 8 4

A total of 6 different experiments were performed including the measurements
of -/-coincidences, conversion electrons and time spectra. In both nuclei the 8 ,
11 ~ and 12+ isomers have been observed and their lifetimes and g-factors were
measured. The low spin states show signs of a collective structure, while at
higher spins very pure neutron and proton states occur with very little mutual
interaction. More details on this project can be found in ref. ). References:
+

1

1. A. Maj et al., submitted to Nucl. Phys. A
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High-Spin Properties of Nuclear States

Signature effects in "HV
1T1

The nucleus W was studied using the reaction "*Nd(*Si, 5 n ) ' " W
at a beam energy of 160 MeV. The experiment was performed with the
ESSA30 set-up at the Nuclear Structure Facility in Daresbury Labora
tory. A total of 210 million double and higher bid coincidence events
were recorded. Two gamma-gamma matrices were constructed: one with
events corresponding to all 28 Ge-detectors that were operating, and a
second one for angular correlation analysis.

liottj

Fig. I Levd scheme of '" W
m

Figure 1 shows the level scheme of W obtained. Prior to our study,
the (+,1/2) sequence (A) up to angular momentum 45/2 [ref.lj and the
bottom of the {-,±1/2) sequences (E and F) |ref.2] were known, and
the band head of the E sequence was identified as the ground state, with
a configuration 5/2-[523j [ref.2]. In this contribution we want to focuse
on the relation between the rates of AI=1 and AI=2 transitions in the
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positive parity sequence» A and II. It is nolrd that brluw the BC crossing
a signature splitting, £ ~ 1 makes the energy of the levels differing in
angular momentum by one unit almost degenerate. In such a situation,
the favoured (/ + 1 , a = +1/2 — l,a = - 1 / 2 ) transitions have extremely
low energies and con only proceed by internal conversion. The unfavoured
( / , a = - 1 / 2 -• / - l , o = +1/2) transitions are very close in energy to
both the / — / - 2 and / +1 — / - 1 transitions, thereby complicating the
analysis. This degeneracy provides an interesting extreme situation for
the study of magnetic dipole transition rates, B{Ml, I —• J - 1), which
for axially symmetric shapes are proportional |ref. 3] to (1 + ( - ) ' " " * jgf)
(see fig. 2) for an I'U/J configuration.
5

In extracting the B(M1)/B(E2) ratios for transitions // — (7 - 1).
from the indirectly observed branching ratios the muttipolarity is assumed
to be pure Ml. The competing A f = 1 E2 strength is at least one order
of magnitude smaller. For the / „ — • ( / - 1)/ transitions the error bars
include a mixing ratio which is allowed to deviate fron": the rigid rotation
expectation by a decrease of up to 30% in the intrinsic (A/ = I )/(AI = 2)
E2 matrix elements. The mixing ratio for the 19/2 - • 17/2 343.4 keV
transition is estimated from the OCO analysis to be negative and larger
than ~ |l|.There is no indication of a change of sign in 6 at higher spin.
The signature dependence in the B(M1)/B(E2) values of fig. 2a is
indeed seen to reflect the experimental values of (1 + ( - ) ' " ' ' T J £ ) shown
ia fig. 2b. A splitting of 2-3 orders of magnitude is observed in both
cases over the spin range covered.
2

- -- —•—•^^^tT.-r^
17/2
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21/2 23/2 2 W
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I ft)
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Pig. 2 Experimental values of fl(Ml,7 - / - l)/B(E2,f
- . / - 2) (a) and (1 +
( - ) ' " ' " t j ' ) ' ( ) " function of spin I for the <„„ band» (A and B) in ™W. The two
quantities are expected J.'ef.3] to be roughly proportional for an i , configuration.
b

a

V 2
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The absolute l l ( M I , / / " ( / - I)J value» extracted from fig. 2a with
B(E2,/ — / - 2) corresponding to the average of the value* for "••'"W
[ref.4| are consistent with a ^' ~ I and g-factors expected for an lu/j
neutron configuration.
1| U F R Attiuemki el al. Nucl Pay» A40I (1983) 531
2| E. Runleet «I , Z Pay» A • Atomic Nuclei 328 (1987) 373
3] C B Hmgenunn and 1 tUmunoto, Phyt Re» C40(1«89)2M2
4| N Jotuuon et «I NBI «orl.hop Oct 1989
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On the Importance of Small Deformation Changes for the
Interpretation of the Rotational Band Structure in W
IT1

As a part of a systematic study of deformed rare earth nuclei for
90 < N < 100, performed within the ESSA30 collaboration, the results
and the interpretation of the structure of fast rotating "'W nuclei are
presented. Experimental details are given in the preceding contribution.
Cranking calculations using diabatic configurations have been made.
Moderate deformation changes are found for all the experimentally observed bands. The calculated energies of the rotational bands are compared with those found experimentally in fig 1. The general structure is
described quite well. Although W belongs to those nuclei, which have
the most stable deformations, and Ihe calculated deformation changes
indeed are quite small, it turns out that these changes are essential for
reproducing the data. Calculations made at a fixed deformation - e g the
ground state deformation or any other deformation, which may represent
a better average for the observed bands - give a much poorer description of the data. Thus the energy discrepancy for certain spin values
may be more than 500 keV larger than in calculations with deformation
minimization. The general tendency is that e decreases and y becomes
increasingly negative with increasing spin values. Trends of the calculated
deformations for the pertinent configurations are shown in fig 2.
l71
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Slightly above the levels with the highest spin values observed bands
with the proton configuration n»/j®in/j are predicted to reach the yratl
line. Cf fig I. They have positive 7-values and a larger i value than
the other configurations. The proton intruder orbilala «,/, and « u are
also occupied (together with other proton as well as neutron intruders)
in the superdeformed bands in the mass ISO region. The Th, 0 :
bands can therefore be considered as a first step towards configurations
that are characteristic for superdeformed bands. They are not expected
to communicate much with the normal bands and may therefore be diffi
cult to observe. Futhermore, their exact position is also uncertain, since
they involve excitations to the theoretically less well-established intruder
orbitals.
2

/2

/2

':?;;»*

u / 2

Fig.la The total energy ver
sus spin for the observed bands
in W. The energy it plot
ted relative to the energy of
• rotating body with a con
stant moment of inertia, ^
= 0.0070 MeV.

m

m

Fig.lb Calculated rotational
bands in W. The bands
corresponding to the exper
imental bands ( - , +1/2)2 and
(-, -1/2)2are not included,
while two predicted, but not
observed, bands with the pro
ton configuration iia/jgi/i^a,
i e ( - , 1)JT, are included.
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•

Fig.2 A schematic summary of Ihe deformations, calculated for different coofigurations in W. The transition trom
near prolate deformations in the i/lqp
bands to triaxial shapes in the p3qp
bands is not a discrete jump, but takes
place over a few spins as the first i / >
pair (AB, BC or AD, depending on the
band) aligns (i/ofrj. In the e3qp bands
with 7 = - I O the An/j protons align
gradually (*bb). In this process <i decreases. *AE denotes the proton con6guration I'I /J ® ns/ . It can be combined with different neutron configurations, two of which are shown in fig.
lb
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Cranking calculations have also been made for W, for which data
were collected in the same experiment. Deformation changes similar to
those in ' " I f wen found. The calculated deformations explain in a
natural way the fact that the band-crossings in the yrast band (i/ABcrossing) and in the side bands (fBC- or v \D-crossings) occur at almost
the same frequency.
We conclude that even in what is usually considered as the most
stably deformed nuclei, deformation changes - even if they are small - may
play a very crucial role. This conclusion is supported by investigations
of other well-deformed nuclei.
(M. Bergstrom,)
(J. Espino,
(R. Bengtsson,)
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SPECTROSCOPY IN '"Lu
,M

The nucleus L u is the heaviest in a systematic study of the odd
Z Lu isotopes. The heaviest ion with which it can be produced is "P.
Therefore the population of this nucleus does not cover quite as high
spin values as the case for the lighter isotopes. A thin I mg/cm* target
of S m on a backing of ""Pb was bombarded with 85.5 MeV "F from
the NBI tandem accelerator. A total of 170 million 7 - 7 coincidences
were collected in the detector array NORDBALL with 15 Ge-BGO spec
trometers and a multiplicity filter or 10 BaF detectors. The data have
been sorted partly into a "normal" 7 - 7 matrix for establishing the level
structure and partly into matrices which allow an analysis of Doppler
attenuated shapes at forward and backward angles respectively.
1M

2

i

y

""

.S~

A

37 4'

\

A
A

1008'

142Ti'

Channel number.
Figure .1: Experimental and fitted "ahapes" for the 66S keV 41/2" — 37/2~ tranailion in the
l/2[S41|(-, + './2) band ot '«"Lu.

The rotational bands previously observed in (p, 3n) and (a, 4n) reac
tions have been tentatively extended by 8-16 units of angular momentum:
For example, has the l/2[541](-,+l/2) band been extended to 57/2, the
7/2[404)(+,+l/2) and ( + , - 1 / 2 ) bands to 53/2 and 51/2 respectively,
the l/?l411] band to 55/2, the 5/2(402) band to 41/2 and the 9/2(514)
band to 43/2 units of spin. The earlier tentatively proposed negative sig
nature decay sequence connected to the l/2[54l] band was not confirmed
in the present investigation ( with the exception of a few weak transi-
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Figure 2: Trtniilion quadrupolc moment* Q for the l/2|541](-,+1/2) band in the (pin ringe from
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tions ). Apart from the two K = 1/2 bands, transitions interconnecting
the signature partners are quite pronounced. The states in the l/2[41l]
band decay systematically to the 1/2[541] band by El transitions in competition to the E2 intråband transitions.
The recoil velocity introduced in this experiment is of the order of
1%. The time structure in the stopping process in the lead backing of
the recoiling ions therefore can introduce very pronounced "shapes'* in
7 transitions of energies around 600-900 keV. Figure .1 shows, as an
example, the experimental and fitted "shapes" for the 665 keV 41/2" —*
37/2" transition in the l/2[541J(-,-H/2) band.
The DSAM technique has been applied to extract lifetimes in the
spin range from 33/2/i to 57/2A for the band built on the 1/2(541] configuration. The model dependent influence of side-feeding on the extracted
transition quadrupole moments has been investigated. The values of Q
for the l/2[541] band are around 8 eb. The individual results are presented on figure .2. For the other bands a similar analysis is in progress.
t
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Chapter 7

Theoretical Nuclear Physics
The aim of our work in nuclear theory is to understand the many features of
nuclear structure revealed in nuclear reactions. Some efforts are devoted to the
calculation of nuclear properties from first principles. This involves calculating
the effective interaction using many-body perturbation methods. However, our
nuclear structure work also employs phenomcnological models such as the shell
model and various collective models. In particular, much work has been devoted
to particle-rotor model and is closely associated with our experimental work. We
are also interested in the structure of highly excited states studied experimentally
at the cyclotron laboratory.
In the field of nuclear reactions our interest during the last few years have focussed on the understanding of light-ion induced particle transfer reactions, in
particular (t,p) reactions, in terms of nuclear structure models. A recent interest
is the study of heavy-ion reactions with proximity interactions.
With the Bergen group we are going to study the collective properties of nuclear
matter as they appear in relativistic heavy-ion collisions, and we have obtained
a joint project grant from the Norwegian Research Council for Science and
Humanities (NAVF).
We do also study problems related to the foundations of quantum physics such
as the non-separability of systems in a pure quantum state and the completeness
of quantum mechanics. Further studies will be made of some of the main inter
pretations of the quantum theory and of alternative theories. An analysis will be
attempted on the basis of Bohr's complementarity concept and his understand
ing of the nature of measurements involving actions of the order of the Planck
constant.
A critical study is made of the validity of the arguments known as "Schrodinger's
cat" and "Wigner's friend". These arguments play a central role in analysing the
characteristic features of a quantum measurement and with wide consequences
for the interpretation of quantum mechanics.
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7.1 The Nuclear Many-Body Problem and Nuclear Struc
ture
7.1.1 Realistic Effective Interactions in Nuclei
E. Osnes and T.T.S. Kuo*
" Stale University of New York, Stony Brook, USA
1

We review ) the efforts made over the last two decades to calculate the effective
interaction for the nuclear shell model, starting from the free nucleon-nucleon
interaction and using many-body theory. We begin by a brief description of the
interactions and the many-body methods used. Then, we review the early calcula
tions of the effective interaction based on the phenomenological nucleon-nucleon
potentials obtained from fits to two-nucleon data by Hamada and Johnston and
by Reid. We go on to discuss the results obtained with the more recent Paris and
Bonn-Jiilich potentials derived from meson-exchange theory. In particular, we
point out how serious problems encountered in the early calculations, such as the
slow convergence of the intermediate-state summation in various perturbation di
agrams, have been resolved in the recent calculations, due to a weakening of the
tensor-force component in the new interactions. Thus, we believe that one can
have some confidence in the effective interactions obtained. In fact, these seem
to be well described by the second-order approximation introduced by Kuo and
Brown some 20 years ago. Compilations of useful effective interaction matrix
elements throughout the periodic table will be given.
Reference:
1. E. Osnes and T.T.S. Kuo, Physics Reports, to be published

7.1.2

The Effective Interaction through Third Order

M. Hjorth-Jensen and E. Osnes

We have studied the behavior of the effective interaction in the sd-shcll through
third order with the meson-theoretical Paris and Bonn-Jiilich potentials. The
results are compared with those obtained with the G-matrix of Kuo-Brown, based
on the phenomenological Hamada-Johnston potential. The excitation spectra are
rather similar, though the Paris potential gives a somewhat better fit through third
order, whereas it produces more binding for low-lying states through third order.
Still, evidence for non-convergent behavior is found in T = 0 states. The results
are summarized in two papers ).
1,2

References:
I. M. Hjoith-Jensen and E. Osnes, Physics Letters 228B (1989) 281
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2. M. Hjorth-Jensen and E. Osies, Phys. Script*, in press

7.13 Choice of single-particle potential and the convergence of the
effective interaction.
M. Hjonh-Jensen. E. Osnes, H. Mother*, and K.W. Schmid"
* Universitet Tiibingen, Fed. Rep. Germany
The Bonn meson-exchange model ') has been quite successful in quantitatively
explaining nuclear-matter saturation ) and in predicting the triton binding energy
2

3

)-

Furthermore, recent microscopic nuclear structure calculations, employing the
Bonn potential m o d e l ) , show that the sd-shcll matrix elements turn out more
attractive than in former calculations and compare well to the empirically derived
matrix elements of Wildenthal and co-workers ) .
4<5

6

It is then argued that the above findings in nuclear matter and for the triton are
connected to the much weaker tensor force exhibited by the Bonn potential at
low energies. A measure for the strength of the tensor force is the predicted
D-state probability of the Deuteron, Pp. Whereas the £>-state probability of the
Paris ) and the Argonne VH ) potential are predicted to be Po = 5.8% and
PD = 6.1% respectively, the Bonn A potential ) used in ' ) exhibits a l?-state
probability P «s 4.4 %.
7

8

2

4

5

D

Whether the increased attraction in nuclear structure calculations can be ascribed
to the weaker tensor force or not, is difficult to tell since the dynamical properties
of the AW potential are masked in the calculation of the Brueckner <?-matrix.
For a further discussion of this point see ) .
9

However, for microscopic shell-model studies, a realistic NN potential with a
weak tensor force has several interesting consequences. Amongst these is the
possibility to approximate higher-order diagrams, which enter t>e perturbative
expansion of the effective interaction / / / / . to excitations of 2hu only in oscil
lator energy ) .
e

1 0

Thus, in a perturbative derivation of the effective shell-model Hamiltonian, one
should sum with a modem NN potential V with a weak tensor force and calculate
the Brueckner G-matrix. The G-matrix can then in turn be used in a renonnalization procedure, where certain classes of diagrams are grouped to define an
effective interaction V fj.
e

First attempts to investigate the renormalization of V /j were so successful, that
the problem of deriving an effective interaction seemed to be solved. Further
attempts to improve these results were however met with only partial success.
Studies including higher-order effects in the perturbation expansion, led to the
conclusion that the perturbative expansion of V
in terms of the G-matrix
might not converge ) . Schucan and Weidenmiiller ) even pointed out that the
order-by-order expansion will ultimately diverge when so-called intruder states
c

cI!

n

12
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are present.
One way to overcome this divergence problem, is to regroup the perturbative
expansion and perform infinite partial summations to facilitate the convergence.
One such resummalion scheme is the folded-diagram approach of Kuo and co
workers ) . This regrouping has been shown to enlarge the radius of con
vergence, especially if the physical slates have a large overlap with the model
space.
13

This overlap might also be optimized if one uses a Brueckncr-Hanree-Fock
(BHF) basis. In, fact it has been shown by us ) , that the BHF basis seems
to facilitate the order-by-ordcr convergence of the effective interaction. The
results for a perturbative shell-model calculation with both a harmonic oscilla
tor (HO) and BHF basis through third-order in the perturbation expansion are
shown in fig.7.1 for 0 . The calculations have been performed with the Bonn
A potential defined in table A.1 of ).
5
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Figure 7.1: The 0 spectra for the effective interaction through third-order in
the perturbation expansion. The calculations have been performed with the Bonn
A potential using both a HO and a BHF basis.
As can be seen from fig.7.1, third-order effects play a considerable role in the
HO calculation, resulting in a gap of 1.8 McV between the ground state to second
and third order. This must be interpreted as a signal of poor divergence, if not
divergence of the perturbation expansion. This evidence is removed when the
BHF choice is made, indicating that our choice of single-particle potential plays
an essential role for the convergence behavior of V JJ.
C

Now, if the HO basis exhibits a non-convergent behavior for low orders in the
perturbation expansion, one may try to regroup the perturbation expansion using
e g. the above partial resummation technique of Kuo and co-workers. The results
for such a calculation with the Bonn A potential with a HO basis are shown in
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Figure 7.2: The O spectra using a folded-diagram expansion for the effective
interaction. The calculations have been done with a HO basis using the Bonn A
potential model.
fig.7.2. As can be seen from this figure, the expansion stabilizes aner only few
iterations. With a BHF basis, the convergence of the folded diagram expansion
is even better. This can be seen from fig.7.3 where we also compare the foldeddiagram expansion with the Lee-Suzuki (LS) ) resummation scheme. In both
cases wc have evaluated all diagrams to third-order in the Q-box approach of
Kuo and co-workers.
M

Clearly, the BHF choice seems to facilitate the convergence of the effective
interaction, using either an order-by-order pertu-bative scheme or a partial resummation scheme.
The BHF basis reproduces, however, badly the experimental spectra. In partic
ular this is the case for the states with J = 0. The J = 0 states are candidates
for intruder states. One possible way to handle intruder states is that of intro
ducing an enlarged model space. The effective interaction is then calculated
pertuibatively in this enlarged space. Such calculations do how however become
prohibitively time-consuming for nuclei heavier than sd-shell nuclei. Therefore,
matrix-inversion techniques have been derived which account for correlations
outside the shell-model space. Recent calculations along this line by Skouras
and Miilher ) using the BAGEL approach ) , give results which are in good
agreement with the empirical data. Such a coupling to intruder states introduces
generally more attraction. Thus, one would expect that the inclusion of such
effects to the HO results would worsen the good agreement with experiment ob
tained with such a basis. Further investigations which account for the presence
of intruder states are in progress.
l s

1 6
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Figure 7.3: The O spectra with BHF basis using the folded-diagram expansion.
As a comparison we have also included the results obtained with the Lee-Suzuki
resummation scheme.
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7.1.4

Tensor Decomposition of the Effective Interaction

A. Holt, E. Osnes and D. Strottman*
* Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, USA
In order to obtain a better understanding of the various effective interactions cal
culated from the meson-theoretical Paris and Bonn-Jiilich potentials, we have per
formed spin-tensor decompositions of the interactions. The results are compared
with the corresponding interactions based on the phenomenological HamadaJohnston potential.
7.1.5

Hartree-Fock and Shell Model Calculations in the sd-Shell with
Realistic Effective Interactions

F. Brut*, E. Osnes and D. Strottman"
" Institut des Sciences Nucléaires, Grenoble, France
" Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, USA
We have performed projected Hartree-Fock and shell model calculations of the
positive parity states in the A = 21 and .4 = 23 nuclei using three different real
istic effective interactions. One of these was evaluated in the so-called screened
Tamm-Dancoff approximation ) using the Hamada-Johnston potential while the
other two were evaluated from the Bonn-Jiilich and Paris potentials including
essentially all important long-range correlations to all orders ). The HF and
shell model spectra are fairly close to each other and show reasonable agreement
with the experimental spectra. Also, the results compare favourably with those
obtained using the Kuo-Brown and Preedom-Wildemhal interactions ). Further,
the HF calculation approximately reproduces the results of particle-rotor model
calculations and thus accounts for the rotational features of these nuclei ). The
results have been presented at several conferences ) and a complete report is
being written.
1

2

3

4

5
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7.2 Nuclear Reactions
7.2.1

Momentum-Dependent Mean Field Effects on the Nuclear Equation of State and on Phase Transition Signals

L.P. Csemai", G. Fåi", C. Gale'" and E. Osnes
" University of Bergen
** Kent State University, Ohio, USA
"* McGill University, Montreal, Canada

Momentum-dependent mean fields play an important and increasing role in
the description of nuclear collisions ' ' ). The momentum-dependence of the
mean field, resulting from the fact that the nucleon-nucleon interaction is itself
momentum-dependent ' ) has important implications on the static and dynamic
properties of nuclear matter, e.g. the nuclear incompressibility. ). Most investigations of the momentum-dependence have focused to date on the intermediate
energy range ( £ i „ as .1 - 2 GeV), but the consequences of the momentumdependence have not been fully explored. For example, the momentum distribution of the nuclcons at finite temperature will be more complicated than
a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (in the classical limit) in the presence of a
momentum-dependent mean-field.
1 2 3

4 5

6,7

m

Here we wish to study the momentum-distribution in a momentum-dependent
mean-field, and to examine the consequences of the deviation from a naively
expected Maxwellian at medium as well as relativistic beam energies with particular attention to signals of the quark-gluon plasma transition.
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7.2.2

Proximity Interaction between Deformed Nuclei

K. Idland and T. Engeland
The nuclear interaction potential plays a central role in the description and anal
ysis of collisions between heavy ions. In reactions with light ions the interaction
potential is a function of the distance between the fragments along the center line.
However, when heavy deformed nuclei are involved, substantial corrections to
such a description are expected. One alternative approach is the so-called prox
imity treatment of the interaction potential.
In the present project we investigate the effect of the proximity potential method
when both target and projectile are deformed. The basic theory is discussed
in refs. ). We have developed a method and a computer code to calculate
the proximity distance between two axially deformed fragments. Up to L = 6
angular momentum components are included in the description of the deformed
surfaces. This is used to calculate the interaction form factor for a heavy ion
reaction using the Coupled Channel Code QUICC from reference ) .
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We have studied the C( W, W') C' and 0 ( S m , S m ) O ' reactions
and the parameters for the calculation arc given in table 7.1 The 0 + Sm
reaction has earlier been investigated by Baltz and Bayman ) and are in the
present study mainly used for control purposes. The reaction C + W case
have been analyzed by Vaagen et al. ) using a center line prescription for the
nuclear interaction and is an interesting test ground for the proximity approach.
This approach for the nuclear collision between heavy ions involves two changes
- the radial form of the interaction and the use of the proximity distance instead
of the center line. Bolh these effects arc studied in the present work.
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We have calculated the 2+ and 4+ cross sections with Wood Saxon and proximity
radial form factors and obtained a clear difference in angular distribution. We
also observed that the proximity potential gives rise to a slight decrease of the
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Nucleus

flo (fin)

A

0*

'"W

7.377

0.263

-0.133

"

S.9#

6.2

6.0

7.311
3.452

0.226

0.04

0.0

OX)

C

'"Sm

i«o

Egft(MeV)
70
72

Table 7.1: The nuclear parameters used in calculating fonn factors and cross
sections. The Ro is the average radius of the nucleus and EJjJg is the energy of
the projectile in the laboratory frame of reference.
cross section compared to the center line calculation. Bodi these effects may
have clear consequences when analyzing experimental data. In figs.7.4 and 7.5
we have displayed our results to the 4+ state in W . More details are found in
ref. ).
1 S 4
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Figure 7.4: A comparison between cross-section for the excitation of W to
4+ using Woods-Saxon and proximity potential with center line approach.
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7.2.3 The Nudear Equation of Slate and the Phase Transition lo the
Quark-Gluon Plasma
A.K. Holme*. E.F. Staubo', L. Csernai*. E. Osnes and D. Strottman"
• University of Bergen
" Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos. USA
A simple phenomcnological model for the nuclear equation of state is introduced
and the dependence of the phase boundaries on the parameters is discussed. The
equations for relativistic shocks are then applied to study the compression of
hadronic matter and tk. hadronization of super-cooled baryon-rich plasma. The
results have been published in a recent paper ).
1
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7.3

The Foundation of Quantum Physics

7.3.1

T h e Non-Separability in Quantum Physics

H. Andås and K. Gjøttcrud

Questions concerning the completeness of quantum theory, as first raised by the
famous EPR paper ) and discussed by N. Bohr ), have gained renewed interest
due to the results of the polarization correlation experiments published by Aspect
et al. ) and the delayed choice experiment published by Helunuth et al. ). The
Aspect experiment demonstrates the non-separability, even for systems with a
space extension of about 10 meters, as described by quantum theory. It violates
the Bell ) inequality and falsify thereby local extravariable theories for quantum
phenomena. The Hellmuth experiment demonstrates the impossibility, even with
a delayed choice of the appropriate boundary conditions, to appoint a definite
orbit to an electromagnetic quantum in an interferometer. So far all attempts at
constructing an experiment giving a more detailed information about a system
than afforded by quantum mechanics seems futile. In this respect the practical
realizations of the Einstein-Bohr-Wheeler "gedanken" experiment', supports the
completeness of quantum theory ). It is evident that the non-sep.<rability is a
main feature of quantum phenomena ). A closer inspection is there! re made of
the underlying assumptions on which the Bell's inequality is based.
1
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7.3.2

Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics

T. Bergene and K. Gjøtterud
1

In an article, inspired by the EPR-paper ) and entitled Die gegenwartige Situation
in der Quamenmechanik ), E. Schrtidinger discuss the famous "Cat Paradox".
We will in a critical way examine the use and misuse of the "Cat Paradox" and
"Wigner's friend" ), as arguments concerning measurement and observation. It
seems to us that the "Cat Paradox" has introdti"ed confusion into the epistemological discussion of Quantum Physics by not making a sufficiently sharp
distinction between what we do consciously know about a quantum system and
what we can possibly learn given the boundary conditions defining the very system. We will defend the thesis that only the latter has relevance in the quantum
context.
2

3
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Chapter 8

Other Fields of Research
8.1 Cold Fusion
T. Holtebekk and M. Guttormsen
The reports on elcctrochcmically induced nuclear fusion of deuterium in palla
dium created considerable interest also in our laboratory. It brought into our
mind some difficulties we had about 30 years ago with a palladium tube used as
valve for hydrogen gas in a high frequency ion source in a Van de Graaff ac
celerator. When used for ordinary hydrogen the valve was easy to operate, and
the gas flow vr>s well controlled by the voltage over a heating element around
the tube. In attempts to use the same valve for deuterium gas, it showed a quite
different performance. By very small variations of the voltage near the critical
point for operation, the leakage changed considerably, and it was almost impos
sible to maintain a steady flow corresponding to the correct gas pressure in the
ion source. The valve was therefore exchanged with a mechanical device.
The reason for the strange behaviour of the palladium valve was never under
stood. Several explanations are possible. Gas impurities that effect the leakage
rate, might be different. The diffusion velocities for the two gases are different,
and the valve had therefore to be operated with different temperatures. Also, if
nuclear fusion takes place in the deuterium plasma in the palladium, this could
lead to a thermal unstable situation. The temperature in the valve is of the order
of 180 - 200 °C, which requires a power of the order of 1 W supported from
the heating filament. The volume of the palladium valve is about 0.5 cm . The
reported electrochemically fusion heating rate is up to 20 W c m . Obviously
a fusion rate about one per cent lower, i.e. 2 - 10 s~', could bring the thermal
heating out of control.
3

-3

n

The fusion reactions that may take place are the (d,p) and the (d,n) reaction. In
the (d,p) reaction only charged particles are involved, and an experiment proving
that this reaction take place, requires detection of low energy charged particles.
The (d,n) reaction may be verified by the detection of 7-rays, following neutron
capture or inelastic neutron scattering in or around a suitable detector.
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In order to investigate if any (d,n) reaction took place during diffusion of deu
terium in palladium, we used the same tube that had been used as valve for
the ion source: S cm long, 5 mm in diameter and 0-5 mm wall thickness. The
tube was closed at one end and connected to a pumping system at the other.
The connection to the pump could be shut off and the pressure inside the tube
measured, making it possible to notice that diffusion took place. The tube was
placed in a pressure chamber to which deuterium gas could be supported up to
a pressure of about 40 atm. A heating filament was wound around the tube, and
the temperature of the tube was measured with a thermocouple.
3

A SO c m Ge(Li) detector was placed about 10 cm from the middle of the tube,
along its axis. The detector was well shielded with lead in - as far as possible all directions, in order to reduce the background radiatioa The 7-ray background,
discriminated at a level of 40 kcV, was measured in 48 hours and found to give
13.5 counts/s.
With a deuterium pressure of 40 atm in the chamber the temperature of the
palladium was increased until diffusion staned at about 180°C, and then further
to 200°C before a measuring period of 24 h. The pressure decreased slowly due
to a leakage in the chamber, and it had to be regulated periodically. During the
experiment it varied between 20 and 40 atm. The counting rate measured during
this period was 13.2 s , or slightly lower than the measured background. The
difference was at least partly due to a small drift in the detector system. An
inspection of the two spectra showed the same peaks appearing with the same
relative intensity. There was no indication of any of the peaks which are known
from neutron capture or scattering. Several shorter runs were made with various
gas pressures and temperatures, all with the same results: No indications of peaks
expected from neutrons absorbed in the detector.
_ 1

1,2

The neutron fluence could, according to R.A.I. Bell ) be estimated from the
7-pcak intensities. Using his figures it is possible to conclude that the neutron
fluence rate at the detector is lower than 0.1 c m s , which corresponds to a
maximum (d,n) fusion rate of 15 s" . Consequently, the power developed, less
than 70 pW, could have no influence on (he temperature or the diffusion rate in
the palladium.
- 2

- 1

1
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8.2 Natural Environmental Ionizing Radiation and Radioactive Fallout
A. Storruste , S. Strøm" and E. Larsen"
" Section for Electronics, Department of Physics, University of Oslo.
" Division of Occupational Health and Working Environment, University of
Oslo.
Several copies of LASC (the Linear Amplifier for Small Current, ') are now in
use. 10 copies are bought by Statens Strålskyddsinstitut, (SSI), Sweden. Many
years ago S. Sieverts in Sweden erected stations throughout the country for
continuous measurements of environmental 7-radiation and for early warning of
radioactive fallout. At SSI work is going on to exchange the old equipment in
these stations to new equipment based on the amplifier LASC. At Statens Institutt
for Strålehygiene, (SIS), Norway, 3 copies of LASC are intended to be used in
the same way, coupled to ionization chambers developed at SSI, Swedea
The superiority of LASC compared to many other direct current amplifiers is
its wide range from as low as 0.001 pA to 1000 pA. This makes it possible to
use a 4 litre ionization chamber filled by 5 atm argon to measure from normal
background 7-radiation and up to dose rates of 5 mGy/h. ) .
2

Another application of LASC is that when coupled to an ionization chamber
having a filter at one end, it can be used for continuous measurement of radon
concentration in air ). In this way i copies of LASC are in use here in Norway.
3

Design of other types of ionization chambers for varying dose rates to be measured and for other types of application of LASC are under development. Thus,
another model of LASC has, in collaboration with A.l. Vistnes, Department of
Physics, been used to measure positive and negative ion concentrations in air
when coupled to two ionization chambers through which air is sucked.
After the Chernobyl accident we have made an attempt to increase the general
knowledge of ionizing radiation among people by an effort to introduce a few
expe.iments into the secondary school curriculum. We have shown how the
schools can participate in measuring radon, thoron and radioactive fallout by
using simple methods adapted to the schools. By using the same method and
calibration at all schools throughout the country, the results obtained can be
collected and collated as screening data, ) . This would make the experiments
more interesting for the schools than the learning process itself. The methods
and calibrations proposed are used and tested during our actions to reduce the
radon concentrations in University buildings (in collaboration with The Division
for Maintenance, University of Oslo )).
3

1
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8.3 Wet Breathing Gas
N.T. Ottestad* and A. Storruste
* Ottestad Breathing System A/S, Tønsberg.

The project "Wet Breathing Gas" was started in 1978 when cand. real. N. T. Ottestad was a member of the staff at the University of Oslo. Later on Ottestad has
established his own firm: Ottestad Breathing System A/S (OBS), Tønsberg, for
the purpose of producing equipment for divers in cooperation with Vinghogs
Mek. Verksted A/S, Tønsberg.
The main participants during the testing of the equipment has been NUTEC
(Norwegian Underwater Technological Center, Bergen), Norsk Hydro and Statoil. The project has been financially supported mainly by Statoil, Industrifondet
(repayable grant) and NTNF.
The basic idea was to eliminate the divers respiratory heatloss by using saturated,
warm breathing gas. Thus we expected to improve the divers physiological and
physical condition at intermediate and large depth, and also to extend the actual
depth for dry-suit diving.
A lot of experiments have been carried out with breathing gas temperature of
3 0 - 4 0 °C. The experiments have strongly indicated that moistened, warm
breathing gas (compared to traditional conditioned breathing gas) contributes to
the maintenance of the divers heat balance, mental ability and lung functions.
During the last three years the OBS breathing equipment has been thoroughly
tested unmanned down to 400 msw and manned down to 450 msw. During the
manned dive to 450 meter (Igloo 1988, Aberdeen), the equipments capability
of providing humidified breathing gas was found to be a great advantage for
decompressing sickness treatment.
The performance has proven to be better than for any other breathing system
tested at these depths, and it is since 1987 accepted for operational use down to
360 msw. Thus the basic ideas have been successfully demonstrated, and OBS
breathing equipments are already installed at several diving vessels operating in
the North sea. The humidifier as well as the breathing regulator in this system
are patented in several countries (NO 140 173 and N0812 928 respectively).
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Two years ago OBS started the development or a new U.B.A. (Underwater
Breathing Apparatus) with some very interesting features. This apparatus combines the "old" OBS system with a pneumatic assisted "semi-closed" emergency
system. This emergency system (which docs not depend upon external gas supply) utilizes e.g. the pressure energy of the bailout bottle to minimize the work
of breathing.
This new U.B.A., which is already well known in the diving industry, is expected
to fulfil the most restrictive requirements for diving down to 400 msw. It will
be launched during spring 1990.
The experimental activities are centered around the small laboratory of OBS A/S
in Tønsberg.

8.4 SOLTUN
B. Bjerke, S.L. Andersen, I. Espe, 0 . Herbjømsen and J. Rekstad

8.4.1

Introduction

In 1984 Østfold Energy Supply took initiative to a project using solar energy
as supplement to conventional energy for heating purposes in domestic applications. The project was named SOLTUN and consists of 7 identical houses
built at Jeløy, Moss. The solar energy group participated in the project during
the planning/construction phase of the project. Later the group was responsible for detailed datalogging. The patented solar collector used in the project is
developed by the group.

8.4.2

Description of the solar system

To reduce costs of the solar system, the components are integrated in the house
structure, as shown in fig.8.1.
2

The solar collector covers one half of the roof and has an area of SO m . The
collector angle is 45° and it is oriented to the south. The main energy storage
(8 m concrete wall) is integrated in an internal wall. The secondary energy
storage is a 5001 isolated water tank. Each house has a floor area of 160 m .
3

2

To collect heat from the sun, water is pumped from the storage tank through the
concrete wall to the top of the solar collector. As the water flows through the
solar collector, it absorbs the heat generated by the sun. The water can reach a
temperature of more than 70 °C before it flows back into the storage tank. An
automatic control system starts the pump whenever there is sufficient insolation.
The stored energy is used in two different ways: to heat the houses and to heat
the water. The solar system only supply a fraction of the energy needed and
electric power is used as the main energy source for the houses. To heat the
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Vaimtvannsbeholder

Figure 8.1: Cross section of the house
house, air is circulated by electric fans through channels in the concrete wall
into different rooms. Five of the houses use this method to distribute the neat.
The two other houses are heated with hot water circulating in the floors.
The hot water used by the families is taken from the storage tank. The solar
system delivers almost all energy to heat the hot water in the summer period. In
the winter period the hot water is mainly heated with electric power.
8.4.3

Results

To determine the energy output of the solar system, 3 different methods has been
used. The first method was to measure the total electric energy consumption
(kWh per year) for each house. The mean value for each year (3 years) was
compared to the mean electric energy consumption for some reference houses
without solar heating in the same area. The solar houses used 4300 to 5800 kWh
per year less than the reference houses.
The second method used to determine the energy output is by calorimetric cal64

dilations. These calculations are based on heat transfer to the heat storage. The
accumulated energy is calculated by logging several temperatures in the system.
The accuracy of this method is better than 5%. Unfortunately the datalogging
system has not been stable in the whole period, probably caused by a nearby
radio transmitter. But the method has given good results in short periods of time.
The calorimetric calculations show an efficiency of 20 to 40%. The efficiency
is calculated with respect to stored energy in the storage wall, and therefore all
losses are included. The energy output of the system calculated with respect to
the measured efficiency, is in the range of 7000 to 8500 kWh per year. These
figures are based on 30 years mean values of temperatures and insolation to
eliminate variations from year to year.
The last method used to determine the energy-output of the solar system, was
by a response function. Based an empirical dataseries about energy loads of the
houses and the outdoor temperature, it is easy to calculate the energy output from
the solar system. This method is cheaper and easier compared to the calorimetric
method. The method has a tolerance of 10% or better, which is adequate for this
type of measurements. The method was used on three houses, and gave results
in the range from 4000 to 8500 kWh per year.
All the methods used shows that the solar energy system delivers 7500 ±
1000 kWh per year. This means that about 30% of the energy needed for heating
purposes and more than 50% of the energy for hot water is delivered from the
solar system. The total cost of the solar energy system was NOK 85000, but for
new systems constructed the same way as SOLTUN, the costs will be reduced
to NOK 70000. The energy prize for a private person will be 0.53 NOK/kWh.
The datalogging program for SOLTUN is finished. The logging has been done
under difficult conditions, but it has given enough data to determine the energy
output of the system. There has been several problems with the solar energy
system, but that is not unusual for a prototype project. Most of the problems
have been solved by our solar energy group. Based on gained experience from
SOLTUN, new solar energy systems can be made 30% cheaper with increased
energy output, reability and lifetime as well.
The final report about SOLTUN will be published early in 1990.

8.5 Hay Dryers
S.L. Andersen, I. Espe, O. Herbjømsen
During the summer 1989 the solar hay dryer projects have been extended to
coastal areas in Norway. We measured on two plants, one at the south-west
coast near the town Haugesund, and the other at the shores of the Barents sea
near Vadsø. Both areas are typical coastal areas with foggy- windy- and rainy
weather giving high relative air humidity and fairly low air temperature.
The economic investments in these projects are low, they are therefore of great
65

interest for farmers. The constructions are simple, with uncovered dark metal
sheets on the roofs. Even the coastal climate is nearly windless in sunny summer
periods, and therefore these simple constructions are sufficient.
The solar energy pan of a hay dryer has a material cost of approximately
NOK 15000. and a labour cost of i00 h. This gives a kWh price of about
NOK 0.10 - 0.20 for the solar energy when one calculate for a 15 years use.
The projects are financed by the Council for Agricultural Retearch, Tveit School
of Agriculture, the Municipality of Tysvær, the Agricultural Office in Finnmark
and The Department of Physics in Oslo.
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Chapter 9

Seminars
Date:
07.02.

J. Kownacki

Rapport fra: Europhysics Conference
on Nuclear Physics, January 8-13, Eilat.

14.02

J. Kownacki

Rapport II fra: Europhysics Conference
on Nuclear Physics, January 8-13, Eilat.

28.02

M.Guttormsen

Statusrapport for CACTUS prosjektet.

04.04

E. Osnes

Rapport fra 4th EPS Seminar on International Research Facilities.

18.04

J. Rekstad

Kald fusjon?

02.06

J.Kownacki

In - Beam Spectroscopy in the
Region.

12.09

P.O. Tjørn

Rapport fra International Nuclear Physics
Conference, August 20-26, Brasil.

19.09

E.Osnes

Rapport fra International Nuclear Physiscs
Conference, August 20-26, Brasil.

26.09

M.Guttormsen

Det første eksperimentet med CACTUS.
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Chapter 10

Committees, Conferences and
Visits
10.1 Committees and Various Activities
External committees and activities only arc listed.
B. Bjerke:

Member of a solar House Committee in Østfold Fylke.

T. Engeland:

Member of the Board of the Norwegian Physical Society (NPS).
Referee for Nuclear Physics and Physics Letters.

K. Gjøtterud:

Referee for Nuclear Physics and Physica Scripta.
Chairman of the committee for The Lisl and Leo Eitinger prize.
Member of the committee for The Knut Rand Scholarship.
Member of The Norwegian Physical Society's Human Rights
Committee.
Member of "International Federation of Scientists for Soviet
Refusniks".
Member, appointed by NAVF, of a committee working out the
mandate for a national committee on ethical questions related
to science and technology.

M.Guttormsen:

Member of the Board of the Nuclear Physics Committee of the
Norwegian Physical Society.
Deputy Member of the National Committee for Nuclear Research.
Referee for Nuclear Physics and Zeitschrift fur Physik.

T. Holtebekk:

Chairman of The Norwegian Standardization Organization SubCommittee for Technical and Physical Units.
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F. Ingebfcisen:

Member of the Science Council of the Norwegian Research
Council for Science and Humanities.
Chairman of the Science Council Physics committee.
Member of the CERN committee.
Member of Ac EISCAT board.
Editor of the periodical "Fra Fysikkens Verden".
Deputy member of the Nordic Committee for Accelerator Based
Research (NOAQ.
Chairman of a Research Council (NAVF) committee for the
evaluation of the NAVF scientific instrument service (report finished in 1989).

S. Messelt:

Referee for Nuclear Instruments and Methods.

E. Osnes:

President of the Norwegian Physical Society.
Member of the Council of the European Physical Society.
Member of the Advisory Committee of Nuclear Physics of
NORDITA.
Chairman of the Norwegian Committee for Nuclear Research
(NUK) under NAVF.
Co-chairman of the organizing committee for the 6th Noidic
Nuclear Physics Meeting at Karmøy, August 10-15 1989.
Co-editor (with T.T.S. Kuo) of International Review of Nuclear
Physics, published by World Scientific Pub). Comp..
Referee for Nuclear Physics, Physics Letters B and Physica
Scripta.
Member of the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters, and
of the Royal Norwegian Society of Sciences and Letters.

J. Rekstad:

Member of the Board of Directors of NAVF.
Member of the National Committee for Nuclear Research
(NAVF).
Member of the Board of Directors of "International Cardiological Institute for Therapeutic Research".
Member of a Solar House Committee in Østfold Fylke.
Member of the Council of KREANOVA, Material Technology
Network Center in Haugesund.
Referee for Nuclear Physics.

R. Tangen:

Member of the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters.

P.O. Tjørn:

Member of the Nordic Committee for Accelerator Based Research (NOAC).
Referee for Nuclear Physics.
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10.2 Conferences
The Section of Nuclear Physics panicipated in the Annual Meeting of the Norwegian Physical Society, Bergen, June 13-16 1989.
The Section of Nuclear Physics paiticipated in the 6th Nordic Meeting on Nuclear Physics. Karmøy, August 10-15 1989.
M. Guttormsen, J. Reksiad and T.S. Tveter participated in the Symposium on
Nuclear Physics with Large Arrays. The Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, November 16-24 1989.
F. Ingebretsen paiticipated in the conference "Solar Hydrogen" in Basel, November 30 - December 2 1989.
E. Osnes and P.O. Tjørn paiticipated in International Nuclear Physics Conference. Sao Paulo, Brazil, August 20-26 1989.
E. Osnes participated in the 4th EPS seminar on International Research Facilities.
Zagreb, Yugoslavia, March 17-19 1989.
T. Ramsøy participated in the 6th Conference on Real-Time Computer Applications in Nuclear, Panicle and Plasma Physics. Williamsburg, Virgina,
USA, May 15-19 1989.
T. Ramsøy participated in the 1989 CERN School of Computing. Bad Henenalb,
Fed. Rep. of Germany, August 20 - September 2 1989.
T. Ramsøy participated in the Symposium on Nuclear Physics in the Era of New
Spectroscopy. The Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, September 25-29
1989.
P.O. Tjørn participated in the Workshop on Nuclear Structure. Physikzentrum,
Bad Honnef, Fed. Rep. of Germany, March 6-10 1989.
P.O. Tjørn panicipated in the Workshop on Nuclear Physics in the Era of New
Spectroscopy. The Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, October 2-27
1989.

10.3 Visits
E. Osnes:

Visited State University of New York at Stony Brook, USA,
February 16-19 1989.
Visited Los Alamos National Laboratory, New Mexico, USA,
February 19-25 1989.
Visited Kent State University, Ohio, USA, November 12-19
1989.

P.O. Tjørn:

Visited The Niels Bohr Institute Tandem Accelerator Laboratory, Risø, October 19-27 1989 and December 4-9 1989.
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M. Guttormsen: Visited Kemfysisch Versneller Instituut (KVI), Groningen, one
week in April 1989.

S. Messelt:

Visited Kemfysisch Versneller Instituut (KVI), Groningen, one
week in April 1989.

J. Kownacki:

Visited Kemfysisch Versneller Instituut (KVI), Groningen, one
week in April 1989.
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Workshop i kjemeforsking, Dep. of Physics, University of Oslo, June 5-6 1989,
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S.L. Andersen
Solar Energy for Hay-drying in the Far North
Sun at Work in Europe, 8 (1989).

S.L. Andersen
Solfangere tørker høyet.
Bondebladet, December 6 1989.

S.L. Andersen, E.M. Bergsbakken and Å. Bergsbakken
Bygg Solenergi høytørker i høyfjellet
Bondebladet, January 18 1989.
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"Hvorfor er kvantefysikken så vanskelig?"
Talk, "Faglig pedagogisk dag", University of Oslo, January 13 1989.

0 . Holter and J. Rckstad
Kraft fra termos eller supermagnet?
Intervju i Populærvitenskapelig Magasin, 8, (1989).

F. Ingebretsen
Alternativ energi i boliger
Intervju i Forbrukerradioen, Oslo, January 30 1989.

F. Ingebretsen
Kald og varm fusjon
Intervju i Forskningsmagasinet, Radio Oslo, 1989.

F. Ingebretsen
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F. Ingebretsen
H. Plcym m. fl., "Miljøstudicr"
Bokanmeldelse, Fra Fysikkens verden 70, 3, (1989).
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K. Gjøtterud
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0. Holter og F. Ingebretsen
Fra Redaktørane.
Fra Fysikkens Verden 51, 1,2,3 og 4 (1989).

F. Ingebretsen
Bedriftskultur ved Universitetet i Oslo.
Foredrag ved instituttsekretærmøtet, MaLNat.Fak., January 10 1989.
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Foredrag og rapport, NLVF's konferanse om forskningsevaluering, Lysebu. Mars
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